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statistics for the period 2000-07 are actual, 2008-10 estimated and 2011-2020 are forecasted, 
Saima Munawwar and Hosni Ghedira / Energy Procedia 57 ( 2014 ) 3191 – 3202

Electricity Production (2000-2018)



GCC Electricity Consumption per sector, 2015
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Clean Energy Business council



Sectoral energy consumption, 2015 (IRENA)

GCC Energy System Overview – 2017
David Wogan, Shreekar Pradhan and Shahad Albardi



Residential electricity consumption (ktoe) for the GCC countries from 1985 to 2012. (Saudi 

Arabia is on the right hand side vertical axis. (IEA 2014)



Comparative size of per capita residential electricity 

consumption in 2010. (IEA 2014)

Modelling residential electricity demand in the GCC countries, 2016



Total Primary Energy Demand in the GCC region is currently met by approximately

equal share of oil and mostly natural gas. In 2035, even under World Energy Outlook’s

‘450 scenario’ with ambitious global warming mitigation measures, oil and gas are still

likely to remain primary energy sources in this region with a projected share at 44% and

52%, respectively.

Primary Energy resources

A review of renewable energy and solar industry growth
in the GCC region



Announced renewable energy and energy efficiency 

targets. (IRENA, 2017)

GCC Energy System Overview – 2017
David Wogan, Shreekar Pradhan and Shahad Albardi
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The energy market in the GCC countries



Smart Energy Solutions

“smart” […] has semiconductor sensors to measure temperature or other

variables; communications chip to receive and transmit data; memory chips to

store the information; and microcontrollers, microprocessors, and power

management chips to adjust energy loads”.

J.A. Skip Laitner, Semiconductors and information technologies: the

power of productivity, J. Ind. Ecol. 14 (5) (Oct. 2010) 692e695



“A Smart Energy System is defined as an approach in which smart electricity,

thermal and gas grids are combined with storage technologies and

coordinated to identify synergies between them in order to achieve an optimal

solution for each individual sector as well as for the overall energy system.”

Lund H. Renewable energy systems - a smart energy 

systems approach to the choice and modeling of 100% 

renewable solutions. second ed. Academic Press; 2014.

Smart Energy Solutions



A. Shivakumar et al. / Energy Strategy Reviews 20 (2018) 133e149, Smart energy solutions in the EU: State of play 
and measuring progress

Conceptual visualization of elements of a Smart Electricity Solution.









• Limited access to finite cheaper conventional fuel.

• Better demand side management to minimize the gap between the supply the shortage of

oil or gas or both.

• Provide the necessary energy infrastructure for a future without oil and gas.

• Become potential Renewable Energy exporters.

• Limit domestic fuel consumption to recover revenues through increasing the share in

export

The Main drives for smart energy management system



Energy within the household

Residential service 

such as, Cooling/heating and lighting.

comprises energy use for the operation and management of the residence, as well as 

electricity for common areas in multifamily buildings

Domestic services

Cleaning, maintenance and repair. 

These goods such as laundry machines, vacuum cleaners and trailers can be shared 

between households

Energy use in the housing category consists: 



Smart Energy Management systems for GCC

Information and communication technologies (ICT)

 The role of ICT here would be to facilitate the booking of the service and potentially

to keep track of the goods.

 management of residential lighting and for control of the cooling and/or heating of

indoor spaces in residential houses to mass customise energy use.

 Solutions for the visualisation of energy use could affect awareness of energy use

and thereby possibly affect energy demand.

A. Kramers et al. / Environmental Modelling & Software 56 (2014) 52e62



Smart Energy Management systems for 

GCC

Smart Grid

The introduction of the smart metering to communicate with

in-home displays to monitor the energy usage. Also help the

introduction of renewable energy systems into households.

“Advanced meters still depend on consumer behavior and decisions



One of the challenges that may encounter the different energy strategies for energy

efficiency and energy diversification is the full understanding of the energy

consumption and the energy losses, or leakages in the system. The efficiency of the

cooling systems will be one the main factors, but the weather conditions contribute on

justifying the total energy consumed by the cooling systems. Nevertheless, residential

energy consumption varies across different building types, age, location and number of

people living in that building. Consequently, assessing the relation between the

different factors will help to draw a wider picture to the optimal energy consumption for

the different residential buildings in Bahrain, hence provide a better understanding and

monitoring of the energy consumption and losses in the system.

Assessing the household energy consumption in the Kingdom of Bahrain
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